


Following are the Top 10 mistakes companies make when searching for new space. The content and rankings are the result 
of a survey taken among experienced practitioners in the Lease Negotiation field. Each participant in the survey was a senior 
principal in their company, and averaged over 20 years of experience in the Site Selection, Lease Negotiation and Facility 
Acquisition field. 

This was far and away the top mistake companies make: Starting Too Late! It takes TIME to research the market and qualify 
all the possible sites or facility choices, then tour the properties which seem most interesting, and then compare them care-
fully. While this CAN be completed in as little as a week or so by motivated companies already familiar with the local market, 
the normal time to do this would be more like a month, especially if you intend to allow time to hear back from Brokers 
and Owners on “unlisted” properties: those properties where a Tenant is in place, but could move out (or be moved out) if a 
replacement occupant is found. Even then, these tasks are only the tip of the “time drain” iceberg. Other tasks that need to 
be factored into the relocation time-line include: 

•	 Negotiations. Typically done with Letters Of Intent (LOIs) or Requests For Proposal (RFPs), negotiations with the 
Landlord can span weeks or even months if the landlord is a big company with a real estate committee that meets 
once a week. Terms are battered back and forth like a tennis ball. Perhaps bids need to be obtained for various items 
before either Landlord or Tenant will agree to certain work. It is not unusual for things to seem to drag on forever.

•	 Preparation of the lease. Once the financial terms are agreed upon, a new round of negotiations commences: the 
principals, brokers and attorneys need to battle back and forth over the wording of the lease, and the “devilish-details” 
can easily bring up new issues of disagreement that need resolution. This can easily take weeks. 

•	 Renovations.  Once the lease is signed the premises often needs finishing or renovating, which can add additional 
months. Rooms are never the right size, and even when they are, you may want a different style of floor plan. If it’s an 
open floor plan, YOU want private offices, or vice versa. Happens all the time! I have seen offices installed exactly the 
way they used to be - before the most recent tenant ripped everything out to make an open floor plan.

•	 Permits.  Before renovations can begin, building permits must be obtained. This will take additional weeks – perhaps 
much longer if the municipality is “backed up”, and don’t forget it is common for plans to be rejected for one reason 
or another and require revisions, and then resubmission.

•	 Architectural plans.  Need building permits? Then you need architectural plans! How busy is the architect and how 
detailed are the drawings? This can easily take one to two months. If the architect is busy it may be a month before 
he/she can START the work.

Bottom line: Unless existing facilities can be found with the right floor plan and fea-
tures, the process with renovations can easily take 9 months to a year - horror stories 
abound in the industry of it taking even longer. Depending on the size and complex-
ity of the transaction, six months to a year is a reasonable time frame to use when 
looking for new facilities – and longer is necessary if you think you may have to build 
from ground up. Expect the process to take even longer if experienced planners are 
not retained to guide the process, since it is likely you will commence the process with 
an incomplete amount of governmental issues and forms addressed. 

NOT ALLOWING ENOUGH TIME



Business owners who think only about solving immediate 
needs may face expansion or relocation problems again 
very soon. In addition to evaluating short term needs like 
size requirements, type of floor plan (open, private, or a 
mixture), communications needs, parking needs, access, 
amenities, and security needs, etc., be sure to factor in 
long term and “what if” needs. What happens if you de-
cide to acquire another company, or get an offer to BE ac-
quired? Will your long-term lease obligation stand in the 
way? Smart companies will obtain facilities and lease terms 
which will allow the company to expand, downsize or re-
locate as circumstances dictate. Experienced business 
owners do their best to avoid unnecessary headaches, 
loss of business and costs associated with relocating. 

Examples of important lease clauses include:

•	 Expansion right.  The Landlord is obligated to provide the tenant with more space should it become necessary. If 
Landlord can’t provide the space, tenant may give notice and cancel the lease. 

•	 Cancellation right.  Commonly referred to as a “kick-out” clause, this language allows the tenant to break the lease 
under certain conditions such as when the tenant suffers a certain level of loss in sales or business, or sales and growth 
don’t meet expectations.

•	 Renewal Option.  The more the better as you don’t HAVE to exercise them unless they are to your advantage.

•	 Extension right.  Similar to a renewal option and allows the tenant to remain in the premises (a right of first refusal is 
a type of extension right).

•	 Sublet right gives the Tenant flexibility in that if it must relocate, it may sublease the space and mitigate the economic 
pressure of the ongoing lease payments.

Suggestion: After discussing the company’s immediate needs and long terms goals with senior management in all departments, 
meet with leasing experts and space planners/architects to determine:

•	 The most productive combination of office size and layouts (modular furniture, hoteling, size, amenity requirements, etc.) 

•	 Buildings which are big and flexible enough to service future needs

•	 Certain lease clauses which will be negotiated into the lease document

NEGLECTING LONG-TERM PRIORITIES



Sorry this sounds a bit self-serving coming from a Tenant Representative, but hey – it really was the third most common mis-
take and we’re committed to printing the absolute truth whether or not it happens to be to our advantage or disadvantage! I 
am not surprised this came I so high as I personally hear horror stories about this all the time. Unless someone in the compa-
ny is already an expert in commercial real estate, business owners cannot afford the time necessary to learn this complicated 
industry to a high enough level, and they almost always leave money on the table, and “land-mines” in the lease. Real quick: 
Do you know the difference between a Gross Lease, Net Lease and Full Service Lease? How about “T.I.” and Incentives? Lack 
of knowledge combined with time pressures can cause unrepresented owners to make location decisions without being 

Business owners who do not use a Broker will not be aware of ALL the possible facility choices since many properties are 
not on the “open” market. Perhaps the best space isn’t vacant yet, but will be coming available soon. Great spaces may have 
Tenants in them who would like to vacate if a replacement Tenant could be found.

Who is going to counterbalance the Landlord’s professionals, and  insure the Business Owner finds the best space and re-
ceives the best possible rates, terms, incentives and lease clause protections. Most Landlord representatives are wonderful, 
nice people. But their JOB is to get the best possible deal for the Landlord.  Incredibly, this valuable service usually costs the 
business owner nothing, since Tenant Reps usually share in the Leasing fees paid by the Landlord. 

Got a friend in the business? Using the wrong broker may still lead to inexperience induced errors, incomplete information 
or even conflicting loyalties because of hidden agendas or Landlord relationships. 

Suggestion: Business owners should also keep their Broker involved in the expansions, contractions, renewals and extensions 
that occur during the lease to prevent uninformed decisions that lead to lost opportunities. Renewals are a negotiable event! Don’t 
just sign the extension blindly.

INADEQUATE REPRESENTATION



This is a disaster when inexperienced Business Owners find that unexpected delays in the planning, permitting or construc-
tion stages have eaten into their rent-free build-out period and caused budget nightmares. In fact, I know of a business 
which went out-of-business before they even opened! It simply took too long and cost too much to get the space ready, 
and they ran out of money.

Suggestion: Business owners should always propose a clause to the lease which provides for an extension of the lease com-
mencement date if pre-opening delays are encountered which are beyond the business owner’s control. Or my favorite choice, 
depending on circumstances: Make it the Landlord’s responsibility to bring the space to a certain level of readiness. Cost or time 
overruns? That’s the Landlord’s problem!

Tenants who take a property “as is” put themselves at great risk. Even when the 
space looks fine and has been previously occupied, building codes may have 
changed or the unit’s infrastructure could be broken or inadequate. Watch for 
latent defects and hidden problems. These issues may be unknown even to 
the Landlord so it is not an honesty issue. The issue is WHO is responsible to fix 
them when they are discovered.

Suggestion: It is best to have the Landlord guarantee that the space is up to cur-
rent building, fire, safety, zoning and Americans with Disability Act (ADA) codes. 
The Landlord should also guarantee the condition of the electrical, plumbing, 
heating and air-conditioning systems for the first 60 to 90 days (if not the entire 
term of the lease.)

Tenants should be very careful about using the Landlord’s professionals, whose loyalty is to the Landlord. Business owners 
may find it money well spent to hire space planners, architects, general contractors and legal counsel under their control to 
create and review the various space plans, specifications, costs, and documents. Otherwise, the tenant may receive inferior 
and/or bloated  designs and/or fixtures that are less efficient and could dramatically increase yearly operating costs. 

Remember: excess rent comes right off the bottom line, and renting even 15% more space than you really need can offset 
a lot of hard-earned sales. 

LEASE COMMENCEMENT DATE 
NOT TIED TO PREMISES COMPLETION

UNDERESTIMATING THE 
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES

USING THE LANDLORD’S PROFESSIONALS



Business owners who are inexperienced with commercial real es-
tate are often unable to perform true “apples to apples” analysis 
when comparing different facility choices. It can be complicated, 
even for the professional, to compare the different lease types in 
different buildings (i.e. Full Service, Gross, Semi-Gross, Net, Triple 
Net, etc.) Additionally, the following factors should be part of the 
comparison equation: the Landlord’s interior finish levels, Tenant 
Improvement (TI) contributions, and lease incentives. The confu-
sion and myriad of things to consider leads many owners to make 
less than optimum decisions. (To further complicate matters, in 
MY opinion the final dollar in rent shouldn’t be the deciding factor 

anyway. I believe the costs of hiring, training and retaining good employees far outweighs many differences in rental cost 
between a facility that makes your employees happy and productive, and one which causes more turnover. Not to mention 
the importance of attracting more customers!)

I once obtained $17,000 in build-out costs for a client, 
which was a complete surprise to him! When he was 
reading the final lease prior to execution he called me to 
ask, “What’s this $17,000 for?” I said, “Its money the Land-
lord is reimbursing you towards your new paint and car-
pet expense”. He says, “Why would the landlord DO that?”, 
and I replied, “Because I asked him to!”

Business Owners that do not obtain accurate, current, 
market research may pay too high a rental rate or receive 
too few incentives, including benefits like free rent be-
fore and after lease commencement, discounted rent for 
various time periods, Landlord contributions to tenant’s 
build-out costs, landlord improvements to the space, 
limits on future rent increases, etc. 

A Landlord’s “flexibility” changes constantly depending upon many factors including current occupancy rates in both their 
building and the competition, lease length, tenant’s use, parking requirements, financial strength of tenant, etc. Negotia-
tions are also important with lease renewals, since Landlords are most competitive when the space is vacant, or may be-
come vacant, if they don’t deal with you based on market conditions.

MISUNDERSTANDING THE TRUE SPACE COSTS

 PAYING TOO MUCH RENT/
 NOT ENOUGH LANDLORD INCENTIVES



Think of the havoc wreaked if a hurricane or fire destroys 
all or part of your premises. Most Business Owners do not 
realize many leases allow Landlords unlimited time to re-
build the premises, and the Tenant must return once the 
space is ready. Although rent may be abated during this 
period, the Tenant is NOT free to lease other space and 
get on with business. This “out-of-order” period would be 
a fatal blow to many businesses. 

How about 30 MILLION Dollars? That’s how 
much EXTRA one Tenant Representative 
brought to a client. Nice surprise, huh?

When a company expands or relocates to a new re-
gion, it may be possible to obtain substantial eco-
nomic incentives from local and state government. 
Incentives can be tax rebates, relocation assistance, 
payroll subsidies during employee training, infra-
structure improvements and others. Many times 
the statutory incentives can be negotiated up very substantially and an inexperienced company will almost always leave 
money on the table – sometimes in the millions of dollars! It’s all about jobs. The number of jobs, type of jobs and pay scale 
of the jobs, and the prestige of the company moving to the area – and getting the local or state government to negotiate 
with you for your business. 

Suggestion: Use an experienced “location analyst and incentive negotiator” to make sure you obtain the best incentives possible.

 NO OUTSIDE INCENTIVES

 NO DISASTER PLANNING



        
This information was written by Craig Melby, CCIM and provided by LeaseSmart.com. More free 
information and videos on Lease Negotiation and Site Selection can be found at www.LeaseSmart.com 

Craig Melby, CCIM  •  (800) 962-2419  •  cmelby@ccim.net 

Layna Gifford  •  (828) 654-7117  •   (864) 491-5751
www.thinkbusinessspace.com

        
“I’d like to thank Craig Melby for the information provided in these tips.  Craig is great resource for help in negotiating your lease agreement.  

With years of experience in facility acquisition, he can help you through the process.  Contact him at 800-962-2419 , craigm@leasesmart.

com or visit his website at LeaseSmart.com.”  – Layna Gifford, ThinkBusinessSpace.com  
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